
FABTECH Preview By the Staff of Metal Center News

Chicago Bound

F ABTECH, North America’s largest annual showcase 
of equipment for the metal processing and fabricat-
ing industries, returns to Chicago. More than 48,000 

attendees are expected for the four-day event, Nov. 11-14 at 
McCormack Place. 

This year’s event is expected to feature in excess of 1,700 
exhibitors, representing leading manufacturers of sawing,  
cutting, coil processing, material handling, welding and oth-
er fabricating processes. Metal Center News will again be  
represented at the event, located at Booth A3576. Readers and  
advertisers are invited to join us there. 

The show will also feature the latest developments in man-
ufacturing, including 5G, IoT, AI, robotics and automation. 
Trending industry topics, including workforce development 
and the growth of women in the metals industry, will also 
be discussed in one of the 170 educational sessions planned 
for the event. 

“FABTECH provides a unique platform for industry pro-
fessionals to collaborate, discover innovation, and participate 
in education sessions that highlight solutions needed to trans-
form their businesses,” says John Catalano, SME senior direc-
tor, FABTECH. “As the leading industry event, it’s our re-
sponsibility to bring innovation to life and ensure we provide 
content that allows manufacturers to be efficient, profitable 
and ultimately grow. FABTECH gives attendees a firsthand 
introduction to industry trends and access to the resources 
they need to capitalize on those trends to lead the industry 
and their companies into the future.”

SME is joined by the Fabricators and Manufacturers  
Association, Precision Metalforming Association, Chemi-
cal Coaters Association International and American Welding  
Society in putting on the event. 

Visit fabtechexpo.com to register and obtain more details.

The annual trade show for the metalworking industry returns to McCormick Place in Chicago for a four-day run. 

R ed Bud Industries has built its reputation in the manu-
facture of cut-to-length and blanking lines. The Red Bud, 

Ill.-based company is now offering a rotary shear. 
While most CTL/blanking lines incorporate a looping pit 

and feed system, a rotary shear eliminates the need for a pit 
and can be a good solution depending on the application. One 
of the advantages of a rotary shear is increased line speeds 
when running short parts since the cutting action is continuous. 

Red Bud   Booth A4973  

Thermatool   Booth D46555  

T heramatool’s CFI (Current-Fed Inverter) 200 State HF Welder will be  
among the machines on display at FABTECH. The machine has most recently 

been installed by The Troxel Company, a consistent customer of Thermatool.
The CFI 200 State HF Welder uses AutoMatch power and frequency 

matching and stabilization features, which ensure production performance 
and efficiency. The feature is a particular favorite on the shop floor, as it 
ensures full power output over a wide range of product sizes, which 
helps reduce scrap and increase yield.
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Cosen   Booth A5325  

C osen’s AV-2026NC band saw is the company’s latest 
answer to the call for more automation in structural 

steel fabrication. The AV-2026NC combines Cosen’s vertical 
tilt frame saw with an automated feeder table for a fully 
automatic system. The end result is an advanced saw that  
      allows operators to push a button and walk away until 
         the job is completed, the company claims.

      With a capacity of 20 inches by 26 inches at 90 degrees  
             and the ability to feed up to 59 inches per single 
shuttle, the AV can be programmed to index up to 999 inches 
of material. The AV’s rigid tilt-frame saw head can easily cut 
angles between 60 degrees in both directions, making this saw 
a perfect fit for steel fabrication and cutting complex shapes.

The AV-2026NC, along with other Cosen models, will  
be on display and demo this year at Fabtech.   

The Pinnacle
of Cutting

Performance

1-704-943-1030
  info@cosensaws.com

www.cosensaws.com
Booth # A5325

T he Challenger from The M.K. Morse 
Company is the ideal band saw 

blade for cutting I-beams, angle iron or 
frequently bundling structural materials 
together. Challenger offers longer  
blade life and straight cuts in structural  

materials while reducing noise and vibra-
tion, the company claims. 

The blade has a special tooth profile 
with fatigue resistance to absorb the 
impact, maintain the strength of the blade 
and provide tooth durability. The straight-

er cuts provide quality production, and 
the longer life eliminates frequent blade 
changes and reduces downtime. The 
blade design delivers exceptionally long 
life by minimizing heat and vibration to 
focus the energy on cutting the material.

M.K. Morse    Booth A3564   
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B ystronic will present new and 
innovative high-performance solu-

tions that cover the full spectrum of 
file-to-part manufacturing: high-speed 
laser cutting of sheets, plates and tubes, 
precision bending, material handling 
automation, and powerful software 
technologies.

The ByStar Fiber 12kW Fiber Laser, 
with expanded spectrum of cutting 
applications for exceptional speed 
and cutting quality from thin sheet to 
thick plate edge, will be shown with 
BySort, an enhanced solution option-
ally available on the new ByTrans Cross 
modular material handling system that 
fully automates the sorting of parts, the 
company claims. 

Other products on display include 
the BySmart Fiber 3015 laser cutter,  
the M2 Model Series FL 170 tube laser 
cutting system, Xpert press brake.  
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Bystronic 
  Booth A2122  

Allor 
   Booth A5062   

B earings Allor Manufacturing/Plesh 
Industries, Brighton, Mich., will  

display its backup bearings and work 
rolls at FABTECH. Allor’s tapered 
backup bearings give direct interchange 
2.5 inches to 11.375 inches.  All of the 
bearings are sealed or shielded for  
life and heat-treated using bearing-
quality steel.

The company’s work rolls meet the 
highest standards for material, finish, 
tolerance, strength and reliability to 
keep production moving for leveling 
equipment. Work roll sizes are available 
in inch and metric diameters, from 
 0.75 inches to 12 inches in diameter.
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BLM   Booth D46532   

B LM Group, Novi, ,Mich., will demon-
strate its LT-FREE 5-axis laser cutter 

for 3D tubes and complex shapes. The 
company’s LS5 sheet metal cutting system, 
with 8 kW laser, will also be on display. 

The LT-FREE has the ability to cut 3D 
formed or shaped parts, such as bent 
tubes, hydroformed tubes, welded as-
semblies and stamped or flat sheets.  This 
means that operations such as cutting, 
drilling, punching and milling, which are 
typically carried out in sequence on vari-
ous machines, can now all be performed 
on a single machine. The LS5 is the only 
modular, sheet laser cutting machine that 
can be expanded to accommodate tube 
cutting functions at a future time, BLM 
Group claims. 

transfluid 
  Booth D46577  

A t bend system developed by trans-
fluid enables the processing of 

tubes of up to 60 millimeters with a 
bending radius of 1 x D. Most of the tubes 
produced in this case have two or three 
bends, with the cut made straight after 
the last bend or between two bends. 

No additional follow-up cuts are 
required. The bending machine for this 
solution features a center-line booster 
and three bending planes, plus the plane 
where the cutting tool is used.

M-Factor GES Patent #10279408

The M. K. Morse Company • Canton, Ohio USA • 800.733.3377 • mkmorse.com

Always wear gloves and eye protection when using band saws - especially in space.

Call Morse at (800) 733-3377 
and mention MCN1019 for a 
FREE TRIAL BLADE  VALUED 

UP TO $2000  through 1/31/20

Morse M-Factor GES blades weren’t around when man first walked 
on the moon, but in the short time since their launch, M-Factor 
blades have taken many users to new heights. Whether cutting 
Inconel, Monel, or a myriad of other 
high strength alloys, these blades 
are a step above the rest.

A GIANT LEAP 
FOR BANDKIND
A GIANT LEAP 
FOR BANDKIND

M arposs, a leader in measurement and 
process monitoring technologies, will 

demonstrate its Brankamp X3S intelligent 
process monitoring system for metal form-
ing and stamping operations. These real-time 
monitoring units help to immediately identify 
manufacturing faults as well as part or tool 
variations, enabling manufacturers to optimize 
machine efficiency, improve part quality and 

limit unplanned downtime and tooling costs. 
The trend toward lightweight construc-

tion and increasing part complexity can 
result in higher deformation levels. Process-
integrated monitoring provides an effec-
tive way to detect a broad range of quality 
defects such as cracks in components, strip 
marks, broken tool elements or turned or 
mis-introduced parts, which provides 100 
percent workpiece quality control.  

Marposs   Booth D45755    



This is a caption

N ew automation and machines will be on display at  
MC Machinery’s booth at this year’s FABTECH show.  

The Advanced 800 eX-F Series fiber laser, featuring upgraded  
ASTES4 automation, is among the machinery being highlighted. 

This fiber laser features key technologies to amplify overall  
machine sophistication and speed, including the M800 control  
and Mitsubishi’s all-in-one zoom head. The ASTES4’s integrated  
automated sorting solution allows for less manual loading,  
unloading, and sorting for higher productivity and efficiency,  
MC Machinery claims.  

The BH13530 press brake will also be on display with 
all-new automatic tool changer.  

MC Machinery   Booth  A2923  
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H ypertherm, a U.S. based manufac-
turer of industrial cutting systems 

and software, will highlight the indus-
try’s only X-Definition plasma cutting 
technology, its predictive waterjet 
technology, and the newest versions of 
its ProNest and Robotmaster software 
at FABTECH 2019. In addition, the  

company will provide live demonstra-
tions of its Powermax air plasma and 
showcase its extensive line-up of spe-
cialty torches and consumables. 

Hypertherm’s X-Definition class 
plasma combines engineering advances 
and refined high-definition plasma 
processes to deliver unmatched 

plasma cut quality on mild steel,  
stainless steel, and aluminum. The com-
pany’s HyPrecision Predictive waterjet 
pump includes technology designed to 
provide warning of upcoming mainte-
nance needs. 

Hypertherm will have cut samples  
of both cutting processes available.

Hypertherm    Booth A4912  
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Starrett   Booth A3350  

L .S. Starrett, Athol, Mass., will demonstrate its latest band saw blade 
solutions for challenging materials. A new web-based Band Saw 

Blade Selection tool to help demonstrate the appropriate Starrett band 
saw blade will be demonstrated. 

Among the company’s range of band saw blades, Starrett will show- 
case Primalloy Bi-Metal blades, designed for heavy-duty cutting applica- 
tions, including tool, high-speed, stainless and hardened steels, plus nickel 
and titanium alloys. The cutting performance, as well as heat and wear 
resistance of Primalloy’s M-51 high-speed steel, is greatly increased 
through alloying with cobalt and vanadium.  

COE   Booth D45524  

C OE Press Equipment will highlight 
its new Express Delivery Equip-

ment program at FABTECH. COE re-
serves a selection of ServoMaster servo 
roll feeds, standard-duty power straight-
eners, coil reels and control retrofit 
packages in varying sizes for customers 
who need equipment immediately to 
keep their operations running smoothly. 
All Express Delivery Equipment can pro-
cess a range of material, including cold-
rolled steel, hot-rolled steel, galvanized, 
stainless, pre-painted and aluminum. 

COE’s equipment features modular 
design and construction that enables 
ease of maintenance as well as the ability 
to add upgrades as needed.  Engineered 
to be robust, each COE Express Deliv-
ery machine comes with the company’s 
exclusive 5-4-3 Warranty providing five-
year limited coverage on components 
manufactured by COE, four-year limited 
coverage on mechanical components in-
stalled by COE and three-year coverage 
on the complete system.
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B ehringer Saws Inc., Morgantown, Pa., will display its high-per-
formance, fully automatic horizontal bandsaw, the HBE-411A. 

The HBE Dynamic series was designed to be the everyday saw 
due to its affordability, versatility and efficiency.

The compact automatic band saw has a multitude of leading 
edge features designed to improve performance and precision, 
while maximizing user convenience and safety, the company 

claims.  Among the range of features on the saw is the servo-
driven ball screw blade-feeding system and pressure sensors. This 
automatically provides precise, constant downfeed control and 
adjustment to continually optimize the cutting process.  

Koike   Booth B17021  

K oike Aronson Ransome will reveal brand new, innovative cutting 
and welding machines in operation. Koike will run 10 different 

pieces of functional equipment in the booth, including three new cutting 
machines and a new welding machine that has yet to hit the market.

The new cutting and welding equipment provide cost efficiency  
and meets the need for high quality, proficient solutions for every 

     type of customer and application, the company claims. 

Behringer   Booth A3725  
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Don't miss the unveiling of new machines from KOIKE at FABTECH 2019.

Something exciting is coming to FABTECH.

BOOTH
B17021



Tru-Cut Saw 
  Booth D46443  

T ru-Cut Saw has developed a new 
line of tube mill saw blades with 

the latest carbide grade and newly 
developed nanocomposite PVD coat-
ing, paired together to dramatically 
increases blade life in circular ferrous 
applications.

The newly designed Alpha Genesis X 
line can be used in three different types 
of tube mill applications: Genesis SPM is 
for single-blade life cutoff applications; 
Genesis SCM is for scarf cutting; Gen-
esis ORB is for dual and quad ERW  
tube mill cutting applications. 

O rbital wrapper manufacturer TAB Industries, LLC, 
Reading, Pa., plans to showcase a nearly seven- 

foot tall TAB Wrapper Tornado loaded with a series of  
optional upgrades for automated operation. The orbital 
wrapping machine will include the company’s signature  
automation package that enables a single forklift driver  
to manage the entire wrapping function without 
leaving his/her seat. 

The automation package features the company’s  

proprietary automated cut and wrap device, wireless  
remote control system, and its new smart controls. At the 
press of the start button, lift truck operators simply raise 
the palletized load, approach the orbital wrapping ring, press 
start on the wireless remote and monitor the  TAB Wrapper 
Tornado as it encases the entire load and pallet in 360  
degrees of protective, plastic film in seconds. When com-
plete, the operator may set the unitized load in a rack, in a 
staging area or on a trailer for immediate transport.

TAB Industries   Booth A3384  
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